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Artist's expression of interest 

Hide and Seek Lamb Trail 
Your Name: 

 

 
 
 (This name will appear on the illustrated sculpture’s plaque, together with that of the sponsor and the name you both 
decide to give to the Herdwick lamb). 
 

Address:       

 

Telephone:       Mobile:       

 

Email:       

 
Your primary artistic activity (painting; ceramics; mosaic; illustration; sculpture; textiles; other): 
 

      

 
Please send us some images of your work indicative of a style of decoration you might like to use.  Digital images 
attached to an email would be ideal. Note that some sponsors may be happy to leave their chosen artist to do "their 
own thing" – so we need to see examples of your work.   

Others may want their chosen artist to translate their particular ideas into an artistic expression – Note: NO DIRECT 
ADVERTISING is permitted, i.e. no corporate logos or company names should be incorporated into your design.    

You may already have specific ideas on how you would like to decorate a Herdwick lamb if so please provide a draft 
design using the image in the flyer. 

Please provide any details of attachments or additional emails being sent here: 

      

 
We have our own dedicated website www.goherdwick.co.uk. For your profile on the site please provide a short 
paragraph about you and your work.   If you have your own website, do let us have the weblink. 
 

      

 

 
Please return this to Annie Read at the address below or email it to artists@goherdwick.co.uk. 
 
I understand the conditions of taking part in the project.  I hereby express my interest in decorating one of the Herdwick 
lambs. By signing this expression of interest I agree to the terms and conditions appended.  
 

Signature:       Date:       

http://www.goherdwick.co.uk/
mailto:artists@goherdwick.co.uk
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Terms and Conditions 

1. This agreement is made between the artist named on this form (“the Artist”) as an independent contractor and the Lake 

District Calvert Trust (Registered Charity No. 270923), Little Crosthwaite, Underskiddaw, Keswick, Cumbria CA12 4QD. 

2. The agreement is made after the Artist has completed and signed the form set out above and the Trust has notified the 
Artist in writing of the acceptance of his/her proposal. The Trust does not warrant that it will place any such orders: which 
depend on the Trust obtaining sponsorship for the works in question from third parties. 

3. The Artist agrees to decorate such Herdwick lamb subsequently commissioned in writing by the Trust (“the Sculpture”). He 
or she will do so carefully, skillfully and promptly and meet deadlines agreed in advance with the Trust. He or she will 
obtain prior written approval from the Trust for the proposed design in each case. 

4. The Trust will supply the undecorated Sculpture to the Artist.  Title to the Sculpture will remain with the Trust at all times 
(both before and after decoration by the Artist). 

5. The Artist will not decorate the Sculpture in any way that might reasonably be considered to be offensive (as to which the 
Trust’s decision shall be final). 

6. The Artist will be responsible for touching-up the Sculpture after the Herdwick trail has ended to ensure it is in the best 
possible condition for sale at the auction.   

7. The Trust will pay the Artist 25% of the gross sale price achieved for the Sculpture when sold at auction of the project 
(save that the minimum sum so payable will be £65.00). 

8. The Artist will own the copyright in the design he or she produces for the Sculpture, but agrees not to reproduce the 
design without the Trust’s prior written agreement. 

9. The Artist agrees that the Trust may use sample images supplied by the Artist, and images of the Artist’s final design on 
its website www.goherdwick.co.uk, and on promotional materials and associated merchandise. The Artist will always be 
credited. 

10. This agreement is terminable on no less than 6 weeks’ written notice given by one party to the other. In the case of breach 
of clause 5 above the Trust may terminate the agreement immediately. 

 


